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ABSTRACT

A large no. of automobile companies finding a convinient way to manage design changes with the use of various PLM techniques. Change in any product is something that should occur on timely basis to match up with customer requirement and cost reduction. The change made in the vehicle designs directly affects various concerned agencies. Automobile Vehicle structures contains thousands of parts and if there is any change is occurring in child parts then it becomes important to track that impacted part, propose a solution on that part and release a new assembly structure with feasible changes such that all efforts need to be done for cost reduction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the use of product life cycle management system, the auditor and customer could electronically deal with the compulsory approvals and inspection of the design and design changes in preparation. 3 distinct phases of change management traversing from need of change to release of changed designs with proposed solution can be efficiently managed in PLM. But data duplication and reuse of data is the next big things that are concerned with cost reduction efforts. Certain error checks and manual handling of data need to countered with newer technologies.
CM provides an auditable history of the objects used in a process, making an object’s various usages traceable. Industries can use CM to propose, incorporate, review, and approve changes. Regardless of when CM comes into play at a company, it is typically an ongoing process which continues until the end of the product’s life cycle.

You can classify a change as fast track or standard track. In a fast track process, the change does not go through a formal review process, while a standard track follows a more rigorous process, and may include a schedule to manage the required tasks.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Change in vehicle design arises due to various reasons like customer requirement, cost reduction, product development and so on. As the design change need arises it should be mapped in a release process. The current Team center enterprise framework has design release issues which need to be addressed and solved through a new design release workflow in Team center unified by mapping all the business processes.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

The Paper Presented by Eduard-Ionel Ionescua, Alexandrina Meru, Rodica Dragomiroiu, concluded in their paper “Towards a new approach to supporting top managers in SPI organizational change management” that The Effective CM Solution will accelerate speed, eliminate unnecessary cost and Improve innovation and it will provide reliable information to help management make superior decisions[2].

The Paper Presented by Vildan Kocar, Ali Akgunduz , “ADVICE: A virtual environment for Engineering Change Management, concluded in their that how an effective virtual organization devides task responsibilities from top level managers to ground level personals and take reviews from them for final decision.
4. Methodology

4.1. Change Management Business objects

Change objects capture the necessary change information either as part of their properties or through establishing relations with other objects.

- Problem report
- Enterprise change request
- Enterprise change notice

![Change Objects](image)

Figure 2. Change Objects [7]

4.2. Assembly structure creation in PLM software

![EBOM in PLM](image)

Figure 3. EBOM in PLM
vehicle assembly structures contains no. of parts all these are need to be considered while creation of assembly structures contains no. of parts all these are need to be considered while creation of assembly structure.

4.3. Use of change management workflows for managing assembly structure

To release such complex structure 3 distinct change management workflows namely PR (Problem Report), ECR (Engineering Change Request) and ECN (Engineering Change Notice) are need to be implemented.

Problem Report will consist of analyzing possibly of change in product design if such issue occurs then PR will be raised by end user of on field users.

![Figure 4. ECR Workflow](image)

ECR Workflow will consist of change specialist assigns the ECR to an analyst. The analyst identifies the items impacted by the change, prepares supporting documentation, and prepares a high-level proposal for the actions required to implement the change.

![Figure 5. ECN Workflow](image)
Finally ECN Workflow consists of approval review from change implementation board on feasibility of design change.

4.4. Teamcenter Customization

4.4.1. ITK

The Integration Toolkit (ITK) is a set of server-side software tools you can use to integrate third-party or user-developed applications with Teamcenter. The ITK is a set of C and C++ functions used directly by Teamcenter and UG. The Integration Toolkit is a set of software tools that act as a programmatic interface to Teamcenter. It is the means by which both internal and external applications integrate with the Teamcenter. Internal applications are those supplied such as UG. External applications are those that you decide to integrate into Teamcenter [7]

4.5. Use of ITK Handler for tracking part level make buy indicator status

4.5.1. Programmatic Authentication

The entire programme code is formed from standard c and c++ functions and ITK API’s. Firstly part is found out in the system on which make buy status value need to be updated. SA unique property has been set on part which is matched with target attachment. And finally if value is not found then it asks for user to update value on part such that dummy part information will not propagated in the system.

**Code Fragment 1-Find attachments**

This function will find all the attachments to be find out

Status=EPM_ask_attachments (rootTask_t, EPM_target_attachment, &count, &pTagAttch);

**Code Fragment 2-Find property on part**

This function ask for required attribute from part

ITKCALL (AOM_ask_value_string (pTagAttch[i],”property name”, value of property));

**Code Fragment 3- Shows Error message**

This function will displays error message

Status=EMH_store_error_s2 (EMH_severity_information,ITK_errStore,itemid, "error message" );
The child part component which will be used in vehicle assembly will have make buy indicator level on it. Users are enforced to specify one value from available list of values.

Vendor information gets updated on each part which ensures part availability in system and this data useful in SAP for creating purchase orders (PO).
The provision in this paper is made which will ask user about make buy indicator on part that is such value cannot be set blank if it is set blank by user an error will come to update make buy indicator level.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Change management workflow spans each individual person in an industry, take reviews and feedback from concerned authorised persons and unauthorised persons are delegated from task signoff responsibilities.

Vehicle design is got approval from various agencies by releasing Vehicle Assembly structure through change management workflows Error checks has been set which confirms dummy parts will not get approved from end users End-to-end departmental mapping has been done which minimizes manual work .The virtual organization is designed for the participants in the CM process.Each part will be identified by a unique part number which identifies duplicate part numbers in database.Vendor information get updated on each part which ensures part availability in system and this data useful in SAP for creating purchase orders (PO).
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